Foreign Language Competency Requirement for most BA Majors

NO LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT

COMPETENCY (EQUIVALENT TO THAT WHICH IS NORMALLY ATTAINED THROUGH THREE CONSECUTIVE COURSES OF COLLEGE STUDY) IS REQUIRED IN A LANGUAGE OTHER THAN ENGLISH. SUCH COMPETENCY CAN BE DEMONSTRATED BY:

1. SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETING THE THIRD COLLEGE SEMESTER OR FIFTH COLLEGE QUARTER IN A LANGUAGE OTHER THAN ENGLISH
2. SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETING THE FOURTH-YEAR LEVEL OF HIGH SCHOOL COURSES IN A LANGUAGE OTHER THAN ENGLISH
3. SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETING A THIRD-SEMESTER EQUIVALENT PROFICIENCY EXAMINATION IN A LANGUAGE OTHER THAN ENGLISH
4. GRADUATING FROM HIGH SCHOOL (WHERE ENGLISH IS NOT THE MAJOR LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION) IN A NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING COUNTRY.

COURSES OFFERED AT SDSU WHICH SATISFY THE LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT ARE LISTED BELOW. REFER TO THE GENERAL CATALOG FOR INFORMATION REGARDING REQUIRED PREREQUISITES.

SELECT FROM: ARAB 201,202 CCS 201 CHIN 201 CLASS303G,303L DLE 201 FILIP201 FRENC200 ,201,210, FRENC221 GERMN202,205A,205B HEBRW201 ITAL 201,211, ITAL 212 JAPAN211 KOR 201 PERS 201,202 PORT 203 , PORT 204 RUSSN200A SPAN 201,202,281,282

Note: to confirm the exact requirement of any given major, refer to that major’s section of the SDSU General Catalog